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How many times have you heard folk
describe themselves as glass-half-full or
glass-half-empty people? In my
experience those looking at a full glass
tend to be much more cheerful!

How do you feel when someone
bumps into you? Is it an idiot not
looking where they are going, or
someone with poor eyesight or perhaps
tears in their eyes? Whatever the truth,
if you think you’ve been jostled by an
idiot, you will feel as though you have.
Look at it again.  If this time you believe
there is a reason you can just let it go.
Choosing how you see things can really
make your day.

A friend once complained that they

Look for the good and feel the benefit

FIT FOR LIFE with Carol Westmorland

It’s difficult being me. On one hand I’m
spontaneous and on the other, agonise over a
decision for months. With the word ‘farm’ in
our address we feel compelled to introduce
lots of livestock. Mischa is our latest addition.
She is our very shiny and new black
Labrador; chosen carefully after months of
indecision. Never one to take anything too
lightly I will commit to her every need.

We can all recognise our behavioural habits
and acknowledge that there are certain things
in our lives that we find easier to commit to.

It’s an anomaly that introducing a
new furry member to the family is
seen as greatly rewarding
whereas introducing a new
structured health routine isn’t
seen in quite the same way and
yet its rewards are just as great.

We can be either pro-active or
reactive. If you are pro-active
you willingly add activity into
your life and make healthy
choices. If you are re-active you

will change your diet when you have no
choice and introduce physical activity only
when it becomes a necessity or is advised.

As a controlling type I fall into the 
pro-active camp. I know I’d rather be told to
slow down then to speed up. Bad habits
take time to form in the same way that 
good habits take time to develop. 

You need to be reminded that you should
stop eating when you feel full and that
exercise is enjoyable and helps you feel
healthier, happier and more energetic. By

believing this, your confidence and sense of
self-worth will improve and your goals will be
more achievable. The social aspect of
committing to something you have a
passion for can be very validating. Instead of
dipping your big toe, jump in with both feet!

Success should always take hard work 
to have some meaning. A goal should be
within reach but far enough away to give it
credence. We would all be very disappointed
if our expectations were too easily achieved.  

Cycling has moulded my character and
taught me, over the years, a lot about
myself. On one gloriously sunny evening
when preparing for a race I needed to find
somewhere secluded. Wearing cycling
shoes I gingerly tip-toed off in search. In
rapid succession I learnt a couple of
valuable lessons. Firstly, don’t wear shoes
with cleats when on sloping, hot tarmac
and, secondly, nowhere is that secluded.
Landing forcefully on my behind I lay
motionless and in pain. I’m proud to say
that with help I got myself moving and
climbed on my bike, performed and won. It
didn’t cross my mind not to race.  

As Mischa settles in I am reminded,
again, how important it is to keep widening
our horizons and how important it is to
never stand still. It’s going to be a new and
wonderful adventure.

Are you suffering from commitment phobia?

LIFE COACH with Jo Hampson
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Jo Hampson and Georgina
Perkins run life-change company
Stepping Off, based in Shap

couldn’t stand one of their staff. They were
untidy, missed appointments and never
smiled. I asked what this colleague would
have to do to make my friend’s life better.

“Oh, just get in on time, make an effort,
smile a bit, get stuff right, ANYTHING!” So
I suggested that for a week my friend just
noticed the good stuff.

After a week she was amazed. “What a
change! He seems to have turned a
corner, really getting things done. He’s
been in on time, done a few extra things
with me and was all smiles on Friday!”  

Who had changed? Before, my friend
was just seeing the bad things. Now she
was seeing some good things. Maybe my
friend started smiling first; she may have

said ‘thank you’ a couple of times – this
would have got a return smile: it is self-
perpetuating.

This works at home too. When you
start to see untidiness, thoughtlessness,
rudeness or impatience of a partner,
parent, sibling or offspring it can be very
hard to see anything else; but if you look
for the good, you will see it.

Try it for yourself. Look for the positive
in situations, look for the good side in
people. You just might find yourself
smiling more…

Carol Westmorland lives in the Eden Valley.
She is a Cycling Time Trials national champion,
clocking up 445 miles in 24 hours.She also
teaches pilates.www.pilates-cumbria.co.uk 


